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While scholarship on educational change has long accepted that disruptions to the status quo are an essential part of the change process, disruption has never been more central to planned change than it is in the current political context in the USA, where legislation has mandated school closure, reconstitution, and turnaround as required remedies for schools failing to produce annual student achievement gains required by government. We are also unfortunately hampered by the imprecise language that surrounds complexity-based theories of educational change. Words such as perturbance, turbulence, and disruption all have gained currency lately, but meanings are unclear and overlapping. This essay seeks to lend some clarity to the debate by defining turbulence as the perception of forces in an organizational environment with the potential to disrupt current modes of operation. This is distinguished from perturbance which is defined as the social process of actors coming together to adjust organizational practice to fit with the changing environmental context. The case is argued that sensible reformers ought to be fostering perturbance while minimizing the harmful consequences of excessive turbulence.

Introduction

This essay seeks to clarify the language of complexity-influenced educational change as this area of research continues its maturation. There has long been an interest in disruption of the status quo as a key component in the process of organizational change (Christensen, 1997; Ely, 1976; Fullan, 1999, 2001; Morrison, 2002; McQuillan, 2008). Outside of education, economist Milton Friedman has stated that “only a crisis-actual or perceived-produces real change” (1962, p. ix). This single statement asks us (importantly) to attend both to disruptions and to how they are perceived. Educational change scholar Michael Fullan has written that “when things are unsettled, we can find new ways to move ahead and to create breakthroughs not possible in stagnant societies” (2001, p. 1). More recently, US Secretary of Education Arne Duncan has offered his policy of intentional disruption via reconstitution and school takeovers as an approach to reform in persistently failing schools (Harris, 2010). In these recent educational reform policies, we see disruption not only as an uncontrollable, unforeseeable event like an earthquake, but as a clear first-choice option for implementing change. The wisdom of such an approach is less clear, however, and the discussion below will argue the case that reformers ought to emphasize the social process of perturbance rather than the structural/environmental focus of turbulence.
“Shake the cage”

Once, during an interview for a teaching job in an urban district, I was asked by the superintendent to “go in there and shake the cage - wake those teachers up” with hopes that my noisy behavior would improve a low-performing middle school’s English department. I was not asked about how I might work with the existing staff to build up their skills sets or improve curricular alignment, but merely to “wake them up.” I was surprised that the reform-minded district continued to employ so many sleep-deprived teachers. This conversation points to both the strong desire for educational change in many urban districts, and a lack of expertise in how to go about doing it. This paper seeks to refine the language of educational change in hopes that clearer language can give rise to clearer thinking and action.

The central assumption of the argument for change-by-disruption is that a significant disruption in work conditions or processes will lead to changed (and presumably better) performance. This promising notion should be tempered, however, by the overwhelming empirical evidence showing that disruptions alone are not very effective at fostering positive change in schools (Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Cuban, 2001; Hubbard, Mehan & Stein, 2006; McLaughlin, 1990; Tye, 2000). Understanding that school change necessitates change in instructional practice, Elmore and Burney’s (1999) requirements for change are more empirically justifiable:

Change in instructional practice involves working through problems of practice with peers and experts, observations of practice, and steady accumulation over time of new practices anchored in one’s own classroom setting. (p. 276)

This approach to change is significantly more focused on relationships, learning, and context, all of which are central to complexity-influenced models of educational change (Duffy, 2003; Fullan, 2001; Lemke & Sabelli, 2008; Reigeluth, 2006; Sirotnik, 2005). These complexity-based models do not preclude significant disruption; in fact disruption can have a useful role. However emphasis should be placed on the resolution of disruptions rather than on the disruptions themselves. Part of why the disruption itself is not so important is that schools and classrooms provide significant disruptions all on their own. Dealing with these constant disruptive forces is, in fact, part of why schools are so resistant to change (Sarason, 1982). Teaching is a profession with much unpredictability: the daily moods of 30 young people (and teachers and staff), the constant physical and emotional development of young people (and teachers and staff), and curriculum and assessments that change with the political winds. In such a scenario, holding tight to teaching methods as the one controllable variable is an understandable human response (Evans, 1996). At the school level, there are an equal number of highly variable forces: district budget cuts, changing student demographics, catching up with deferred building maintenance, teacher and leadership turnover, etc. Combining these relatively unpredictable forces with the new state-enacted reform-by-disruption policies encapsulated in most standards-based accountability schemes, one might reasonable ask if our schools need more or less crisis in order to better meet public demands. It is here where several core ideas from chaos and complexity literature can be helpful to the thinking of educators and researchers.

Defining turbulence and perturbation

All of the disturbances listed above are a common part of schools when defined as systems nested within the larger social, cultural, and political systems of a population (Carr, 1997). They are more or less permanent contexts of the work of schools. When forces are perceived that have the potential to impact the school in important ways, we can say that the school is experiencing turbulence. Turbulence is the creation of increased
uncertainty – a term also familiar to complexitivists and a central feature of educating young people. Note here that turbulence is not necessarily denoted by measurable changes in environmental conditions, just a human perception of this possibility. As Gross (1998) writes in his book on leading curriculum change:

Researchers who have flown know that turbulence is an unstable condition. Gone is the smooth-as-glass feeling of flight. It is replaced with slight bumps, the seat belt sign going on, and a small dread feeling that things might get much rockier soon. (p. 113)

Fans of the American television show Lost may find this airplane reference familiar. The sweaty-palms and increased heart-rate of the nervous air traveler is not unlike a physiological response a new teacher might feel upon hearing that a troubled student was returning from suspension, or when attending the first faculty meeting under a new, and unknown, school principal. People are on edge, and want, more than almost anything, a return to the predictable, stable existence of yesterday. Of course, neither plane rides nor schools are ever really predictable. Uncertainty is part and parcel of the experience. Our discomfort with change and our fear of the unknown merely create a fictional, stable past that never really existed.

Nonetheless, the onset of turbulence, in which change is likely but outcomes unknown, is of great interest to complexity-influenced scholars of change. This moment, on the “edge-of-chaos” (Pascale, Millemann & Gioja, 2000) is both frightening and dynamic: the future is uncertain, the potential for change is great, but treasured relationships and access to valued resources may be challenged. Turbulence brings us to this point, and from there group processes determine a collective response.

Turbulence is not something we humans enjoy experiencing alone. In one Lost episode, the character Jack reaches out to hold hands with another passenger when their trans-oceanic flight experiences some significant turbulence. Responding to turbulence is, almost instinctively, a social process for humans. When we do not know what is coming next, we look at each other and ask, “What’s next?” This turning to each other without certainty is perhaps the pregnant seed of all social change. When current structures are in doubt, people engage with one another and make decisions together about what to do. As applied to organizational life, this collaborative process of people coming together to answer the question, “What’s next?” is what I will call perturbance. And so educational change from a complexitivist lens might be theorized as this cycle of turbulence and perturbance as disruptions are perceived and then either ignored or responded to by communities of shared practice.

In the remainder of this paper, I examine the literature and develop these concepts of structural/environmental turbulence with socially-mediated perturbance. To explore these two related concepts, I draw from the theoretical literature as well as scholarship on organizational and educational change. I make the case that sustainable educational reform requires ensuring productive perturbance while minimizing the effects of excessive turbulence on our schools. I distinguish between the words turbulence and perturbance by defining turbulence as the perception of potentially disruptive forces in an organization’s environment or operating conditions and perturbance as a social process in which people respond to turbulence by considering organizational practice. As such, it is possible to have turbulence that does not become a perturbance if it is not processed by people. There are multiple sources of turbulence, and the wisest among us know which turbulence to attend to and which to ignore (Fullan, 2000) - and even they are often wrong. People can ignore turbulence or can attend to it in superficial ways without implicating organizational practice, and thus the system remains unperturbed. If a school has a dramatic rise in the number of English language learners but does nothing to the structure of curriculum to address this, it has experienced turbulence but not perturbance. This distinction does not preclude change with internal origins. In this case, turbulence is perceived by individuals or sub-groups within the school, and perturbance
occurs if these concerns are taken up by other members in ways that call into question organizational practice. See the section below on internal turbulence for more of this discussion.

It is also important to note, at the outset, that this paper deals with metaphorical applications of complexity theory to the social institution of the school. I do not make claims here based on direct application the mathematical field of nonlinear dynamics, and the challenges in applying a theory metaphorically rather than directly are certainly a risk this paper takes (Polley, 1997). In particular, the terms perturbance and turbulence have entirely different meanings in physics. I recognize the potential for confusion, but view the benefit of more linguistic clarity in our social science field as reason enough to take this risk.

Chaos and complexity theories and the schools

This paper draws on applications of chaos theory and complexity theory to the study of school reform. While many of these ideas first surfaced in the hard sciences (see Alhadeff-Jones, 2008; Briggs & Peat, 1999; Prigogine & Stengers, 1984), these theories have been increasingly applied to the social sciences, including education (Carr-Chellman, 2000; Davis, 2008; Mason, 2008; Maxcy, 1995; Morrison, 2002; Reigeluth, 2004; Wheatley, 1999). Wheatley, (1999) explains that “a system can descend into chaos and unpredictability, yet within that state of chaos the system is held within boundaries that are well-ordered and predictable” (p. 13). The identification of such well-ordered, but often hidden, boundaries of school systems is an area where complexity research can make a significant contribution. As complex adaptive systems (Briggs & Peat, 1989), schools are systems in which all parts of a given system affect one another, and where changes in one part of a system often cause unpredictable effects in other parts (Reigeluth, 2004).

This property of complex systems has been a problematic aspect of school reformers for over a generation, leading Seymour Sarason to talk about the “intractability of schools to educational reform” (1990, p. 147). It is precisely this challenge of complex cause-effect relationships (Lemke & Sabelli, 2008) that makes planned turbulence troublesome as a reform strategy. While it may certainly disrupt educational practice, our uncertainty about a school’s responses to turbulence means that the school is equally likely to get worse post-turbulence as it is to make productive change. Doing nothing may produce similar results without the attendant psychological trauma. A number of researchers have documented this phenomenon. Fink (2003) tracks the decline of a formerly excellent high school during Ontario’s standards-based reform movement. Beabout (2010) reports the challenges principals in New Orleans had in rebuilding their schools in the massively decentralized post-Katrina period. Perhaps most illustrative, Ravitch (2010) details the experiences of educators in San Diego’s public schools under the leadership of Alan Bersin and Anthony Alvarado, whose reform program has been labeled with the motto “1) Do it fast, 2) Do it deep, 3) Take no prisoners” (p. 53). Their reforms clearly were a case of intentional internal turbulence, but there was no little room for dialogic interaction, and their results were mixed.

It should not be necessary to state this, but schools do not always flourish under conditions of turbulence, intentional or otherwise. Many current school reformers seem to take turbulence-creation as an assumed first step. This is misguided and often premature. Reformers should be thoughtfully creating the conditions by which perturbance occurs. This is a human-centered conception of change (Jörg, 1999), rather than a program or management-centered one. It is also a conception where change is slow and unpredictable rather than instantaneous and planned (Fullan, 2001).

By beginning with an assumption that schools are complex systems, prone to unpredictable turbulence, the conceptual tools provided by chaos and complexity
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theories provide a vocabulary with which to build new knowledge about the dynamics of educational change. Continuous learning by groups of educators is essential for sustainable improvement. This notion of organizational learning on the part of educators is a significant area of inquiry in the educational change research (Elmore & Burney, 1999; McLaughlin & Talbert, 2001; Stein, Hubbard & Mehan, 2004), and one which I will relate to perturbance. Both processes are collective, unpredictable in outcomes, and require the creation of conditions rather than dictated outcomes or procedures (Datnow, 2011; Hargreaves, 1994). The following discussion of the educational change literature underscores these connections between organizational learning in the field of educational change and the complexity related terms of turbulence and perturbance.

Perturbance and organizational learning
Recent scholarship has begun to identify gaps in our ardent belief in linear, deterministic processes of educational change. These deterministic processes are broadly characterized by the identification by experts of gaps between current and preferred performance, ensuing with strategic plans drawn up by consultants, and dutifully implemented by teachers. Complexivist scholars have identified such linear thinking as a philosophical blind spot for which there is no well-developed alternative paradigm (Jörg, 2009). This corroborates the rather unimpressive effects of nearly sixty years of uninterrupted educational reform movements in the democracies of the west (Ravitch, 2000). Scholars of change employing complexity have argued for a refocusing of change efforts on the conditions that facilitate change rather than the specific processes or outcomes typical of most proposals for reform (Fullan, 2001; Osberg, 2005). The dialogic interactions of educators in some shared space lead to a consideration of current levels of performance and preferred outcomes, not in deterministic ways that dismiss the uniqueness of participating individuals and the inherent differences between geographic communities, but in an emergent way that takes local wishes, capacities, and challenges into account. This is a theory of change centered on the authentic human experiences of educators serving real, unique human communities.

Over the last 30 years, scholars of educational change have identified a number of readiness factors that increase the chances that a particular change effort will succeed—we might think of these as conditions contributing to perturbance. Among these are: dissatisfaction with the status quo, proven leadership, financial stability, time and resources for change (Ely, 1976; Nias, Southworth & Campbell, 1992). Perhaps the most important result of this inquiry into the conditions that facilitate change is the concept of the learning organization. Jörg (1999) identifies learning through interaction as the central element to a programmatic understanding of educational complexity; a key component of complexity-informed educational change is educators engaging in sustained interactions to address shared problems.

Senge (1990) defines learning organizations as ones that focus on building the capacity of individuals and teams and creating new ways for socially distributed learning to interface with organizational purposes and practices. The concept of the learning organization has made inroads into the educational reform literature both in explicit application (Fullan, 2001; Morrison, 2002; Reigeluth, 2004; Senge et al., 2000) as well as in reform models based on local contexts and teacher ownership (Meier, 2001; Oakes & Lipton, 2002) in lieu of externally developed reform models (Mclaughlin & Mitra, 2001; Ravitch, 2000; Reigeluth, Carr-Chellman, Beabout & Watson, 2006). Meier (2002) discusses replacing the dominant “adopt-a-program” approach to school reform with teacher responsibility, experimentation, collaboration, critique, and meaningful accountability:
The habit of falling back on excuses -- "I had to," "That's the way it's supposed to be" -- can only be rooted out by major surgery. It will be painful, and it won't all come out at once... There must be some kind of combination of discomfiture and support -- focused always on what does and does not have an impact on children's learning. (p. 143)

This language tying improvement to discomfort is well-aligned with the turbulence-perturbance cycle described here. Notice that this is a hybrid approach. There is as much attention given to the process of teacher response as there is to the turbulence created. This is in line with Mainzer's view that ethical human systems seek to "...find the balance between self-organization, control, and governance of complex systems in order to support a sustainable future of mankind [sic]" (2009, p. 23). Similarly, Morin (1999) notes that such thoughtful action lies at the intersection of acting in ignorance and not acting at all (the risk-caution loop). In Meier's case, she does not use complexitivist language, but her stance as a school principal was to invite her staff into fostered dialogue about their habit of abdicating their responsibility as professionals to continuously improve their practice. Meier's book describes the ways in which her school thoughtfully included teacher dialogue, risk-taking, and critique into the fabric of teachers' professional lives. Intentional turbulence was used, but only after a strong foundation supporting the social process of perturbance has been built.

Learning organizations require both the cultural conditions that support professional learning (see Fullan, 2001; Hubbard, Mehan & Stein, 2006) as well as information that educators can learn with (other educators, readings, student performance data, etc.). Given the joint forces of high-stakes testing and increased electronic access to performance data and published research on the subject, it is hard to imagine much effort is required to find data for schools with which to engage. Most Western schools are awash in data and the most challenging aspect of organizational learning is likely determining which of the myriad sources of data are worth expenditures of valuable time. Data can be a good source of turbulence when it is broadly perceived as accurate and important.

To change in ways that are attuned with perturbance, schools must take raw data and convert it into usable knowledge that can be the foundation for changed practice. This data must be translated into common language that is shared by a faculty and its diverse internal networks (Fullan, 2001; Morrison, 2002). Incentivizing the sharing of knowledge has been a commonly suggested approach for catalyzing this transformative process, but it has not seen wide success in educational environments. Given the long history of teacher isolation in Western societies (Little, 1990; Lortie, 1975) it is not surprising that official mandates for professional learning have often led to contrived collegiality (Hargreaves, 1994; Hargreaves & Shirley, 2008), not true collaboration. A school that can engage in perturbance requires specific cultural conditions that promote collaboration among teachers in solving the problems of practice. These cultural traits are described next.

This educational change literature stresses the need for successful school change to focus on developing a school culture that fosters trust (Bryk & Schneider, 2002), experimentation, and true collegiality (Olsen & Kirtman, 2002). If, as Elmore and Burney suggest, changing instruction (and thus schooling) is a collaborative, social process, then this area of work on learning organizations can be seen as an important ground for moving beyond perceiving turbulence to socially-mediated perturbance. While all schools encounter turbulence, only those that posses the culture of a learning organization can use this disruption to examine their practice and institute sustainable change. This is the process of perturbance. Akin to the oyster creating a pearl out of an unwelcome grain of sand, a school with a deep sense of collective responsibility (Newmann & Wehalge, 1995), a healthy forum for dialogue and critique (Nathan, 2009), and trust in the professional abilities of teachers is able to perceive turbulence and make informed decisions about "what's next."
Fleshing out the meanings of perturbance and turbulence

In order to develop the definitions of perturbance and turbulence given above, it may be helpful to illustrate them with concrete examples from the literature and a more nuanced discussion of their features and uses. An essential understanding is that while turbulence can be both planned and unplanned, perturbance can only be an intentional phenomenon. Also instructive is the chronological order of turbulence and perturbance. Perturbance requires turbulence, although the sources for turbulence are varied and can be both internal and/or external as well as planned or unplanned. Collaborative work that examines a school’s external environment and internal functions and relates them to that school’s purposes never happens without effort. It is hard (and thoughtful) work that must be sustained by leadership, supported with time and resources, and can only happen in a climate where risk-taking, support, and collaborative learning exist. The following sections provide a discussion of unintentional turbulence, intentional turbulence, and the turbulence/perturbance lifecycle.

Unintentional turbulence

Necessity can be the mother of invention. Much has been written about the seemingly unpredictable maelstroms organizations operate under and their brave (and sometimes comical) attempts to steer through them. In fact, planning and sustainability are key areas of research in the complexity-paradigm. Peter Drucker, the renowned management theorist has written:

... the one certainty about the times ahead, the times in which managers will have to work and to perform, is that they will be turbulent times. And in turbulent times, the first task of management is to make sure of the institution’s capacity for survival, to make sure of its structural strength and soundness, of its capacity to survive a blow, to adapt to sudden change, and to avail itself of new opportunities. (1980, p.1)

This defensive and reactive sounding advice casts turbulence in a rather negative light and flies in the face of more recent reform-by-turbulence policies in which educational authorities have unleashed turbulence intentionally. Nonetheless, unintended turbulence can be a change agent.

In his edited volume on conflict and school change, Milstein (1980) reflects on the growing discontent with schools throughout the socially turbulent 1960s and 1970s in the USA and provides some analysis that is useful here. He defines conflict as “a situation that evolves when individuals, groups, or even organizations believe that their interests are incompatible” (p.6). What is the difference between turbulence and conflict? In focusing on conflict, he focuses on instances of turbulence in which other people or groups alter a school’s operating conditions. Conflict is described as a people-people interaction. This excludes other causes of turbulence for a school: performance, curriculum change, policy change, etc. Nonetheless, turbulence can be thought of as the perception of a potential conflict.

In the same volume, Chesler, Crowfoot, and Bryant (1980) distinguish long-standing conflict (as a result of social inequality) from crisis: when “this natural contest may, at times, become rancorous or turbulent in ways that threaten the social fabric and cause personal pain for many or all citizens” (p.30). Crisis here is taken to mean temporary uprisings that threaten an entire society, its schools, economic system, and political arrangements. While this type of macro-level crisis certainly falls under my definition of turbulence, I will also include forces that might threaten a school’s identity (language policies that run counter to a school’s mission) or a school’s existence (loss of students) but might leave society as a whole relatively intact. Some turbulence portends great disruption for certain groups while very little for others. See the section below on turbulence in nested systems for more on this issue.
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In the realm of educational scholarship, turbulence theory (Gross, 1998, 2004) may provide some clarity on the matter of unintentional turbulence in educational change. In Gross’s theory, developed out of his study of curricular change in schools, turbulence is demarcated with the simple terms of: light, moderate, severe, and extreme. Light turbulence signifies an issue that requires some attention, but poses little threat to the school system’s functioning. Moderate turbulence poses measurable challenges to the system, and must be addressed in some way so that the school can continue to function. Severe turbulence is a strong disruption to the school system that could lead to collapse if immediate action is not taken. Since Gross’ (1998) study examined curriculum reform, he applied the extreme turbulence label to places in which a reform project had been abandoned altogether. In this instance, I might extend his meaning to the broader arena of system reform and apply extreme turbulence to cases in which schools or school systems ceased to operate. Cases such as war, massive political revolution, and natural disaster would qualify here. Gross’ (1998) study deals only with unintended turbulence and advocates a collaborative problem-solving approach to dealing with it. Germaine to the present discussion is his suggestion that under “severe” turbulence, a recommended strategy is to “be prepared for the birth of new possibilities and an altered organization” (p.133). Lower levels of turbulence bring about incremental, tinkering change while higher levels of turbulence can bring about more radical change. Gross suggests that responses to turbulence of all levels however, should include involving diverse constituencies in dialogue about current conditions and preferred future conditions. While Gross does not use the term, I would call this process perturbance. What is missing in Gross’s discussion is guidance on what types of turbulence ought to be attended to and which ought to be ignored. His focus strictly on the strength of turbulence paints only a partial picture. This is emblematic of our misplaced emphasis on turbulence instead of perturbance.

Gross’ typology might be compared to the classic causal textures framework of Emery and Trist (1965). They classify organizational environments on a scale of increasing turbulence as: placid, disturbed-reactive, and turbulent. In this model, the regular vagaries of institutional life and the evolving competitive marketplace make up the first two levels of the typology. It is only when significant change from outside an organization’s normal operating environment impinges and threatens to change the rules of the game that the word turbulence is used. In both Gross’ and Emery and Trist’s models, turbulence is described as a difficult-(or impossible)to-predict outside force. And while responding to such unintentional turbulence can bring about perturbance and change, it is not described as a strategy for planned change, as it is in the next discussion on intentional turbulence.

Intentional turbulence

While the above discussion focuses on organizational change as a response to relatively unpredictable (or at least unintentional) environmental changes, we now turn to instances in which turbulence is intentionally unleashed on an organization to spur change. I take up, in turn, intentional turbulence, turbulence and opportunism, and self-turbulence. Much of the turbulence-as-reform rhetoric in school change is based on the systems theory concept of equilibrium. A system is at equilibrium when it reaches a state of maximum entropy (disorder) and energy flow ceases (Briggs & Peat, 1989). Those who apply chaos and complexity theories to social systems conceptualize it in one of two ways.

The first understanding is equilibrium as death (Wheatley, 1999). This can describe a social system when there is no flow of resources, energy, or ideas. Unless a system interacts with its environment, it has no purpose, it ceases to get the resources it needs, and thus it eventually dies. In practical application, one might envision schools which
isolate themselves from their communities (via overly bureaucratic governance, avoiding parental engagement, and/or only serving certain portions of the community) and therefore do not alter processes based on changes in the environment. They may produce in students an inability to provide for their families; these schools may also contribute to social decline. While tension builds between the school system and its environment, the system continues along its current path, either unwilling or unable to alter practice in a way that will reduce the tension with its environment. In essence, this is a false equilibrium in which internal processes remain unchanged despite mounting evidence that current relationships are unsustainable.

On the other hand, equilibrium in social systems has also been described as a homeostatic system (Hutchins, 1996). This describes a living system that is alive, where processes are occurring, but not changing significantly. Briggs and Peat (1989) describe such systems as near-to-equilibrium systems. We might conceive of such systems as those in which the external environment is generally satisfied with the performance of the school system, and continues to provide necessary resources that allow for the continuation of current levels of school functioning. These systems are more open and are more amenable to small adjustments in practice than those described above. As a practical example, a school that is operating according to the wishes of the local community is likely to fall into this category. Alan Peshkin’s (1978) ethnography of a school district in rural America describes such a system. Here, the school board sees its job as ensuring that most students will “stick around” and not get “too talented” that they end up contributing to the population decline characteristic of much of rural America by leaving “town.” Homeostatic school systems could be said to exist in a peaceful alignment of school performance and community wishes, although optimal performance is by no means guaranteed.

Those who seek change via turbulence seek to intentionally break this equilibrium between school and local community, often by imposing outcome standards in hopes of fostering change that will better align the organization with broad environmental conditions rather than local ones. To be blunt, national policymakers are more interested in generating more college graduates than they are in maintaining a viable population in Peshkin’s agricultural town.

A number of scholars (with or without explicit reference to chaos and complexity theories) point to intentionally disturbing an organization’s equilibrium as a change strategy. Wheatley (1999, p. 108) describes managers as “equilibrium busters” that “provoke,” “disrupt,” and “stir things up,” to create change – not unlike the superintendent that wanted me to “shake the cage.” Briggs and Peat (1989) describe far-from-equilibrium systems on which “systems don’t just break down, [but] new systems emerge” (p. 136). Based on the discussion above, this might be seen as disrupting broken communication patterns between a school and its immediate environment or disrupting broken communication between a local community and perceived broader regional or national needs. This image of disruption is certainly a liberating and fresh message for school leaders who often feel encumbered by tasks that are Sisyphusian in scope.

But hidden in Wheatley’s (1999) tale, here is a subtle detail that is not fully developed: “there is more than enough confusion and ambiguity in our lives to work with. We don’t have to worry about creating more, only about how to work more artfully with what we already have” (p. 108). This qualification changes everything that the casual reader might take away from her previous image of managers as free-wheeling equilibrium busters. If equilibrium busting really entails making artful decisions about which challenges and ambiguities ought to be attended to, then the knowledge base of learning organizations described above is implicated directly. In fact, a primary lesson from this literature is that learning can come from anywhere in an organization, so it is not just managers that ought to be responsible for provoking and questioning, but every member of the group.
Regardless of the source, change by intentional disruption is a well-documented strategy. Selsky and McCann (2008) discuss intentional attempts to “jolt” a field with the introduction of new policies or technologies as one of the primary causes of contextual disruptions for organizations. Pacale, Milleman and Gioja (2000) describe the organization-wide conversations held to generate substantive dialogue between executives and store employees at Sears. While these conversations used learning maps that were developed by upper management, I cannot help but recognize the similarities between this “disruptive” practice and Freire’s (2000) use of visuals to create generative themes in his adult literacy initiatives in Brazil. Ravitch (2010) describes the full-scale assault on the San Diego Public Schools orchestrated by the Alan Bersin administration. In this case, the disruption was a highly bureaucratic installation of preferred teaching practices and social relations among educators. But like any less specific turbulence, it made maintenance of the status quo very difficult. In any case, both of the above cases involve intentional turbulence being used to bring about change. Intentional turbulence can involve consensus-based change processes as well as conflict-based ones (Milstein, 1980).

**Turbulence and opportunism**

This discussion of intentional turbulence as a change strategy also must include reference to the related strategy of change-by-opportunism. In this case, turbulence is not unleashed on organizations intentionally, but reformers lie in wait with reforms, political support, and financing. When extreme turbulence strikes, they quickly “shock” the system with these united forces and institutionalize these quickly adopted changes. Both Klein (2007) and Beabout (2007) describe the effectiveness with which charter school and school choice advocates were able to rapidly restructure public schooling in New Orleans during the turbulence that filled the final months of 2005 after Hurricane Katrina. This change-by-opportunism approach does not create turbulence for the systems it wishes to change, but it co-opts this turbulence to institute changes desired by a certain group. This strategy bypasses the process of perturbance and moves immediately from turbulence to a new system state without the dialogical examination of system practice in response to turbulence. Rapid change occurs, but without the process of people asking each other “Now what?” between turbulence and organizational response.

While the results of school reform in post-Katrina New Orleans are uncertain, there is both demonstrated academic improvement (Perry & Schwam-Baird, 2010) as well as significant public resistance to many of the recent changes (Buras, 2010; Chang, 2010). Despite the obvious ethical questions surrounding change-by-opportunism, there should also be concern that while this strategy might lead to successful structural change in the short term, a lack of broad participation may lead to long-term resistance and rejection or co-optation of hurriedly adopted reforms.

**Self-turbulence**

So the role of turbulence in educational change is somewhat clearer. But what if long periods go by without significant turbulence in a school’s environment? Or what if the only type of turbulence that appears is extreme turbulence that does not support sustainable change? These questions make it reasonable to suggest the idea of self-turbulence. Since turbulence is defined as a force from the environment, it can be somewhat unpredictable. To make the benefits of perturbance somewhat more regular and predictable, it seems prudent for schools and other organizations to set aside collaborative time that has as its explicit purpose an examination of the goals and practices of the group based on the recent experiences of individual members. These gatherings create turbulence as potentially disruptive forces. The group can decide
where to take action. These are meetings or retreats in which predictable memoranda
and administrivia are tossed aside and a broader discussion about the purposes and
performance of the group takes place. Given the intensity of teachers’ work lives
(Hargreaves, 1994), creating a social space for the consideration of the broader purposes
of education is no small task. Suggestions might include using an off-site facility, having
special food or drinks, timing the self-turbulence meetings so that teachers are able to
dedicate the emotional energy required, and inviting a small but diverse group of staff
to participate.

Such self-turbulence activities are really an invitation for turbulence to emerge, as it
is quite possible that a discussion on organizational performance and environmental
needs results in only small areas of improvement and not fundamental changes. But a
regular diet of such invitations, within the required learning culture, is likely to keep the
school from becoming out of touch with its environment.

The turbulence/perturbance lifecycle

There is a much shorter and shallower base of social science literature for the term
perturbance than there is for turbulence. It is therefore necessary to spend time building
the case for perturbance logically, while incorporating the scant literature where
appropriate. Reigeluth (2006) uses perturbance to refer to “any change in a system’s
environment that causes disequilibrium” (p. 45). Accepting this definition, perturbance
becomes a subset of turbulence consisting only of those forces that lead a system to
disequilibrium. While the link between perturbance and disequilibrium is certainly
accepted here, the challenges of establishing causation for organizational change make
this definition a problematic one. How are we to identify some environmental forces as
turbulence and others as perturbance when organizations (and the individuals within
them) are responding in complex ways to the entire internal and external milieu all at
once? It is difficult to push this area of study if we are bound to this definition of
perturbance as a type of turbulence that has a certain result (disequilibrium). This is like
calling a baseball pitch a home run when it is halfway between the pitcher’s mound and
home plate. Until the outcome is known, we can really just call it a pitch. Likewise, a
force acting on a school with unknown outcome is just that, a force.

What I propose instead is that perturbance is recast to refer to the process in which a
system takes up a perceived disruptive force (turbulence) and considers – at the group
level – the fit between environmental needs and organizational practice. Hence,
perturbance follows turbulence chronologically. Even in the intentional self-turbulence
found at Sears and in Freire’s literacy lessons in Brazil, the initial convening of people
does not constitute perturbance because is not yet considering organizational actions
and purposes with respect to the environment. These collective exercises produce
turbulence as specific areas of concern and dissatisfaction arise. When an issue is arrived
at and recognized as legitimate by the group, organizational turbulence is then created,
and the group can work through this and decide “what’s next” (perturbance) or choose
to leave things as they are.

Perturbance in nested systems

The sanctions presented by the No Child Left Behind Act and the Race to the Top for under-
performing schools in the USA operate on the assumption that both structural and
cultural collapse of poor performing schools will lead to long-term system improvement.
As these laws and policies are enacted, schools face increased pressure to raise
achievement scores or face closure or reconstitution. So the theory goes, policies
generated in Washington or in the state capitals then have significant power to alter
practice at the school and even classroom levels.
Given this use of intentional turbulence as a state-level change strategy, it seems appropriate therefore, to look at turbulence operating differently on different levels of a nested system (Carr, 1997; Hutchins, 1996). Intentional turbulence is usually initiated by a higher level of an organization (national, state) in hopes that change will occur at the lower level (district/school). But turbulence does not have equivalent effects on different levels of a system. We must be careful not to assume that turbulence initiated at the state level will necessarily lead to the helpful perturbances we would like to see at the school level. Educational change operates across many levels of systems (individual students and teachers, whole schools, districts, entire communities, states, etc.) and examining a reform’s interactions with only one level of the system is unlikely to give a clear picture of what is changing or not and why (Muney & McQuillian, 1996). As an example, post-Katrina changes in New Orleans public schools take on a very different character depending on whether one is looking at the state level and/or individual school level. From one frame (that of the state), Katrina can be seen, quite reasonably, as an ideal turbulence to alter the practice of schooling in this historically low-performing school system. State legislators voted on legislation that led to state takeover of most public schools in the city, paving the way for improvement. But from another frame (that of school principals and teachers) Katrina hindered change much more than it acted as a catalyst. Teachers had little time to attend to professional learning as their homes were being repaired. They faced extreme challenges in meeting the social-emotional needs of traumatized students while state accountability pressures never let up (Beabout, 2010). To use Gross’ airplane analogy (1998), what was a big bump at the state level was a total crash with only a few survivors at the school level. This is in line with Drucker’s comment that in times of turbulence, “first-line supervisors may face the most upsetting challenges, for which they are least prepared” (1980, p. 226). This idea of differential perturbance in nested systems buttresses the idea that schools are complex human systems that cannot be understood from only one or two perspectives. This necessitates the inclusion of multiple perspectives in a process of perturbance characterized by a slow pace, collaborative trust, and solving shared problems. It also should give us pause when pursuing intentional turbulence as a change strategy.

Conclusion

Perturbance, defined as a social process of examining its goals and practices, can be an important component in the process of sustainable educational change. If schools are to develop as learning organizations, then change will always require individuals to come together and re-examine the goals of their school and how current practices serve to meet them. Turbulence, defined as the perception of forces with the potential to impact a school, can be a useful catalyst to perturbance. Turbulence can raise awareness, build commitment, and spawn imaginative thinking and practice. But there exists an upper limit to turbulence if schools are to engage in sustainable change. If turbulence is so great that essential change activities such as collaborative learning and decision making, collection and analysis of shared data, and a re-examination of goals and purposes are not enacted, then the only types of changes likely to be successful are mandates from powerful authorities, or prepared interest groups, which have a long and unimpressive history in much of Western schooling (Ravitch, 2000). For sustainable change to occur, environmental turbulence must be of only moderate degree, and opportunities for perturbance to occur must be fostered by building collaborative cultures (Hargreaves, 1994) rather than tearing schools apart and rebuilding them from scratch.

---

1 Educational activism can be described as causing intentional turbulence upward toward higher levels of the system, and recent scholarship in this area has been generated by Evans (2011), Fabricant (2010), and Warren and Mapp (2011).
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